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Highway robbery
During the course of my college
studies I have purchased over
$500.00 worth books for my
classes. This amount alone would
most definitely sting anyone's
money pocket-since books obviously contribute to one's educa-

tion. I have purchased them and remained silent. However, not mentioning the outrageous pr-ices of
books today, has one ever stopped
to consider how much 01' Uncle
Sam is reaping in on taxes charged
on our-books? if each of the 8,000

students at N .I.s.c-:- purchased
$500.00 worth of books, it would
total $4,000,000 and an additional
$200,000 would be paid in taxes.
Isn't there something we can do as
a community to terminate this
highway robbery?
Joy Gazda

The new cage in
this educational zoo
Dear Editor,
This letter is to express ou!rage
at the second price increase of food
in as many trimesters. In my opinion the second rate food served in
our cafeteria is disgraceful, and repeated increasing of prices is clearly an abuse of being the only food
service, (barring ·vending machines), on campus. Was there a price
increase in our food to pay for the
new cage in this educational zoo?
Are we, the students, being forced
to pay for construction many did
not want? If the student government did agree to the price increase are these people working

for the interests of the students. come as enraged as those who parThese questions are relevant and ticipated in the Boston Tea Party
must be answered since they effect and initiate a Northeastern "Tea
ah:nost every student on campus.
Party". Perhaps students will boyThe -frustration of buying cott the cafeteria until the students'
unappetizing foodstuff at ex- wishes are recognized and acted
horbitant prices perhaps will anger upon. Perhaps all enraged students
the student body into a concerted will leave their names, addresses
effort against a food monopoly that and telephone numbers at the Print
does not serve their intended func- office so that we can organize stution. The cafeteria does not consid- dent power against taxation wither the student who is their main ·out representation.
consumer. Perhaps students will
demand that food costs be reauced
to their original prices and a public
Tired Of Being Pushed Around
hearing be set up to deal with food
prices . Perhaps students will beHenry Bofman.

Complaint about telephone service, etc.
even get a couple of telephone
Dear Editor:
You probably don't know me, lines installed? If this is an exbut I'm just a reporter for this little ample of the work they do, what
newspaper, and I have a com- the heck are all these new buildplaint. We've been in our new of-- ings gonna be like when they're
fices now.for over a month, and we 'finished?
still don't have a telephone in this
I understand you asked for two
telephone lines, one of which was
stupid rotten little office.
What do the people in campus
270, which was the line we had
planning do all day if they can't previously. That sounds simple
enough .. Who are the incompetents

who've needed more than a month
to get this work done? 1 can't go on
working if conditions are like this,
without telephones. Unless you
get something done, I quit.

COMING NEXt
WEEK
Counseling - Some new programs
PRINT checks into the counseling departmen-t and finds out
about some al/right programs.
·

•

Student Government Electrons

An examination into student government - its responsibilities,
its candidates, its future
.

Sincerely,
Ken Davis
Reporter

By John Briar
Strangely enough, it's sort of
agonizing, yet amusing, to sit back
and watch this campus grow. Every
day as you drive into the parking
lot you are reminded that we are
growing - a struggling science
building rises like the phoenix out
of the mud. Northeastern Illinois
State College is beginning to come
of age .
.A new classroom
building· is
scheduled to begin construction
this winter and a referendum for
the commuter center building is
coming in a Jew weeks. We grow
very much like a fungus-spreading
out in all directions at once-and
there is not really anything to stop
us.
The growing pains have already
set in. We are simply over overcrowded . Some classes have standing room only. Registration has become pure hell while parking is
merely an ordeal to be suffered day
by day. There's no place to sit in the
cafeteria and what was once known
as a security guard has become the
N .I.S.C. Police Department.
Expansion is supposed to relieve
most of these problems but unfortunately it has only worsened
them. I strongly suspect this has
been done purposely in some sort
of effort to convince the Board of
Governors that we need more money and more land for even further
expansion . For every new desk
there seems to be three more students waiting to use it. In some sort
of minimal effort, the basketball
courts are being converted into a
parking lot yet literally hundreds of
cars line the neighboring streets inconveniencing and antagonizing
both students and members of the
community alike.
And when we do stop growing when we become a huge commuter
uni ~ersi ty complex stretching
from Foster A venue to Peterson what will we be? Another Circle?
Probably. Will we have an eight
foot brick fence surrounding the

TO:

FROM:

Glen Jurmann
Edi tor of" PRINT

Charles H. Stamps
Chairman, APTS Counc 11

SUBJECT :

Correct1.on to "Stern gets tenure"
story of' September 16, 1970

DATE :

September 18, 1970

The second paragraph of' the "Stern gets tenure" story on page 3
of' the September 16 issue of' Print includes an error of' fact which should
be c' orrected.
-The statement, "The APTS Council had originally recommended
that Dr. Stern's 1970-71 contract be terminal," is in error. The f'acts ·
are tht:?se:
l.

The Sociology_ Department Special Tenure Committee
' (a dif'f'erent body entirely ·rrom the APTS Council-)
recommended that ·or. Stern's 1970-71 contr{lct be
terminal.

2.

Dr. Stern then appealed the decision of' the
Sociology Department sJ)ecial Tenure Cammi ttee to
the APTS Council for ·review.

3.

The APTS Council, after considering oral and written
testimony regarding the case, then voted its recommendation f'or an unr estricted contract for Dr. Stern
ef'f'ective for the 1970-71 school year.

Referendum - Pros and Cons
We'll start taking a preview look at the proposed Commuter
Center-good and bad

Plus
Football coverage, news, announcements, columns, mediocre
· advertising, Our famous staff box, and this stupid coming next
week section.

entire campus? How about a hundred man police force with it_w
own cars, headquarters, and riot
equipment. Maybe we_'H even have
our own physical plant that takes
up an entire square block to help
do its share in polluting the air.
Circle already has all of these and
they still haven't stopped growing.
One has to consider the dehumanizing effect a huge college.has on
a student. Secretaries to secretaries
to the secretary of the Dean of Student. Color photo I.D. cards with
in which a student's number has
been punched for quick computer
processing. Computerized tests,
computerized texts, computerized
admission, computerized graduation, even video tape lectures .
Circle has it-we're not too far behind
The amusing thing about this is
that many students seem to want
this world of 1984. Maybe they
want the prestige of having a degree from Northeastern UNIVERSITY - that huge commuter college
on Chicago's north side. Maybe it's
the facilities N .I.S.C. would have
offer. Maybe it's just. the blind belief that as we get bigger we get
better. Whatever, these students
are encouraging an abortion.
Before you dismiss the argument
that expansion will destroy what
little element of personalized education we have left go over to the
Circle. Check out the black windows. See the Chancellor's office
tower high above the sprawling
college complex. Try to park on the
street anywhere near the campus.
Find out about the Circle English
Department's experimental program . in which the chief experiment is the fact that only ten or
fifteen students are ·in a class instead of forty. Sit in a few lectures
with 120 students. Try one of their
video tape lectures. And last, see
what the Circle has done to the
community.
We'.ve long heard about educational machines. Go over and see
one in action. And then, think
about Northeastern.

It should be pointedly clear, as a matte.r of fac·t, that two
totally separate bodies took two totally separate single actions. The
Special Commit tee recommended a terminal . contract for Dr. Stern for
1970-71. Upon appeal by Dr. Stern, the APTS Counci l recommended an
unrestricted contract f'or Dr. Stern for 1970-71. The APTS Council made
one recommendation and only one regarding Dr. S~ern' s tenure.

Wednesday, Sept., 23, 1970

On the first and second of the
month the constitutional referendum will be put before the students.
Gene Kube, present SG President,
says the committee assigned to
writing the new document is progressing. "They are making minor
changes in what already has been
completed." (see PRINT Sept. 16)
He expects to see a finished constitution well before the referendum.
Hopefully after the referendum,
Kube feels the government will
have a constitution to work under
for the elections that have been
scheduled for October 14th and
15th. Assuming the referendum
finds the students casting a favorable vote for the government and
the· constitution , work is being
done in preparation for the opening of the polls . The Board of Election Judges, chaired by Jim Hansen , is setting up the groundwork
for the big day ..

The all new, declared major representation system will be in effect
for this election regardless of the
outcome of the referendum. Gene
Kube said the day the majors must
have their candidates picked is October the eight . The at large candidate must be filed by October 9th .
The representatives for the
declared majors will be picked
in any way the different departments choose. The election regulations do not specify
exactly how they are to be chosen. Kube feels that most major areas would want to set up
some mass meeting in w_hich
the candiates would be picked.
He also said that a letter should
be getting out to all faculty
members urging them to tell
people in their " classes of this
deadline for the picking of
candidates in the hope that
some student meeting with faculty co-operation would develop.
The at large candidates will be
made up of mostly freshmen and
people who don't have a declared
major. People choosing to run at
large will be_vying 'for eight seats .

Book Nook has
gala opening
Amidst a flurry of activity, The
Book Nook opened on Thursday,
September 17, 1970 at 12:35 P .M .
The clerks were taking inventory as
the firs t two customers entered, but
both clerks were courteous and
took time out from counting notebooks to wait on the customers.
Your reporter was one of the customers and indeed made the first
official purchase, though Jay Byron, assistant to Cliff Harralson on
special projects_,snuck in and made

the first unofficial purchase before
the store opened.
The Book Nook, like the book
exchange from which it is an outgrowth, is a service of the Commuter· Center. Cliff Harralson heads
the Commuter Center whose services include the cafeteria, the dispensing machines, and the checkroom. He said that the Book Nook
cannot compete with the bookstores on Bryn Mawr on the basis of
quantity. They just do not have the
space to carry all the items that the

bookstores do, nor will their prices
be drastically lower than the bookstores . The o nl y cases when the
Book Nook could undersell o ne of
the bookstores are those in which
the bookstores overprice items. But
generally the Book Nook's main
attraction will be its convenient location below the north dining
room in what was until this trimester the Print office . The prices will
not generally be reduced because
the people working at the Nook

(ihe Book Nookniks)are paid entirely from the profits. The book
exchange , which will be expanded
in the lounges at the end and beginning of each seme~ter, wi-11 now be
in operation thro_u ghout the year.
This way people whci missed the
book exchange will have a chance
to buy books at reduced prices all
year and also a chance to reap a
greater profit selling their books
than they would selling them to the
bookstores, since they can ask
their own price for the books they
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11:45 Starts Monday

Election time nears
October is going to be · a crucial
month for Student Government
here at Northeastern. Within the
first two weeks there are two elections scheduled and the target date
for the first SG meeting is October
20th.

PRINT

If you've been sittiQg around all world, as well as a good lool( at
summer just waiting for NBC many of the people who are doing
week , and you have nbthing to do some really ..good thiogs around
.
_ .
. '
now because it's all over, there's NISC.
Of course, there will be a daily
something planned here at good ol'
NISC that may be even more ex- news segment, combined with a
brief commentary, and accented
citing.
It's Eleven Forty Five week, by some multimedia graphics, just
which will take place all day next like the big time. And, there's the
'
Monday, as Northeastern's very studio band .
Monitor's w·ill be installed at five
first student - run half-hour daily
,different locations around the
TV show premieres.
Special guest on the, first pro- building, and they will be specially
gram will be President Sachs, who wired to receive only NI SC's very
will hopefully tell how pleased he is own TV channel , which, in addito be President of one of the few tion to carrying I I :45, will carry
commuter colleges with its very other items of news interest, such
as space shots, world series games,
own television show .
Presidential addresses, and possiDr. Charles H. Stamps, Director bly Mickey Mouse cartoons. HopOCTOBER l& 2
of the Learning Services Division,
Students Government Referen- and Mr. Warren Haushalter, Coor- efully, some of our own athletic
dum including theNew Con- dinator of the television depart- events will be taped and replayed
following day.
.
stitution.
ment, will also guest briefly on the theJoining
the on-the-air crew is
OCTOBER 8
same program, to say how pleased
Last day for the filing of De- they are that their facilities are newswoman Sue Levin, who will
be working Mondays, Wednesdays
- c1ared Major candidates.
being used for so noble a_purpose.
and Thursdays. Bob Brown will be
OCTOBER g
'
Last day for filing of At Large
During the first week, dis; host for the program .
The entire Learning Services
candidates .
cussions on topics so diverse as
footbali at Northeastern and the · television crew - Bob Winters , Rich
OCTOBER 14 & 15
referendum for student govern- Coxworth, Steve Siehr, Larry KenThe Elections.
ment are planned, and future ney and Walter Lewis will be on
OCTOBER 20
· First Student Government meet- weeks should bring in an occasion- hand for the production, as well as
ing.
al luminary from the outside a full crew of TV student aides.
The Board of Election Judges are looking for people to
help them work the elections.
They need many people to be
poll watchers and all that and
would
appreciate
volunteers.
The commitee members are
Jim
Hansen
Tom
Genley,
, Julie Hartnett and Caryn Sprayer. Those interested should
contact those people.
Further
information
about
where to get petitions to be
filled out and other pertinent infor. mation necessary for all would-be
candidates will be forth coming after more meetings of the Board of
Education.

Register to vote - n(?_W...
It is vital that you register to
vote NOW! Time is rapidly running out. The specific time for
registration is not common
knowledge. At least it has not
been publicized enough . You can
not register during the 35 days
before an election.
There are three elections coming up, namely: The Congressional Election , November 3, 1970;
Con Con, December 15, 1970
and the Aldermanic Election,
February 23, 1971 . This leaves us
from the present date through
September 28 as one period for
registration November 4 through
November 9 as the second period,
and
December 16 through
January 18, 1971 with the exception of Christmas Eve, and
Christmas Day, New Years Eve,
and New Years Day as the last period of registration if you wish to
vote for the Aldermanic Election
on February 23 , 1971. These are
the only times whiah you can register. If the younger voters wish to
have any impact .o n the Aldermanic Election they should register now.
In New York a suit has been
filed under the Supreme Court to
test the constitutionality of the 18
year old vote. The case comes up

want to sell . Mrs. Linda Palm, the
manager of the Book Nook, mentioned that "students do save some
money because they do not have
to pay taxes at the Nook since the
taxes are paid out of the profits."
This, by the way , is a safe, pleasant way for students to show their
opposition to government policy
by riot paying their taxes .
Mr. Harralson feels that the
Book . Nook will fill a need at
Northeastern . The Nook will be responsive to student demand as
well as to student and faculty suggestions on what items to carry .
Mr. Harralson is quite happy with
the start of the Book Nook. There
was only one occurance to mar his
day: he had wanted to make the
first fficial purchase at the Book
Nook~- 1but this · reporter's extra<;ting a nickle from his pocket to
buy a file folder· prevented the fulfillment of Mr. Harralsi,in'sdesire.

October 19, 1970. Many have
failed to register because they feel
we have lost already. This very attitude will hamper our case. It
will be relatively easy for the
court to return a ne'g ative decision if there is no registration response shown. They will say that
given the opportunity to fulfill
o u r d e m a n d s non-violently
through the proper political
channels, we did not show the initiative or responsibility to take it.
Even if the court rules in our
favor we will hardly have a representative showing if less than 5
per cent have even bothered to
registered. (As of September 16,
1970 a total of 9,580 eighteen,
nineteen and twenty year olds
have registered which is less than
7 p11,r cent of 124,513 which was
the total number of people in that
age bracket in Chicago according
to the 1960 Census of Population
for Illinois in Chicago. The percentage is considerably lower
when ·you consider the increase
· in population over the span of ten
years.)
Facts for eighteen , nineteen ,
and twenty year olci prospective
voters on registration :

Cicero, Lyons and Stickney register atCITY HALL
121 North LaSalle
Room 308
- Persons living out of this area but
• in Cook County register atCook County Building
118 North Clark
Room 230
YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO
REGISTER AT THE PRE- _
CINCT POLLING PLACES!
Transportation: City Hall and the
Cook County Building are adjoining and easily accessible by
the Congress-Douglas · Subway:
You get off at Washington and
walk two blocks west. It is located
right behind the Civic Center.
Brin·g your drivers license, passport or birth certificate for proof
of identification and birth date.
Hours: 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. on week ·
days 9 A.M. to 12 P.M. on Saturdays.
·
If you would like more information call - The Board of Election
Commissions of Chicagq, DEarborn 2-3050 .
This generation has a voice of
its own . It should not only be hard
... It should be felt.

Those living in Chicago, Berwyn, ·

NISC CALENDAR OF
EVENTS
Wednesday, 23
Teach-in 8-wing Lounge. 1-3 p.m. This will be the first in a series
of educational meetings which are meant to become a permanent fixture of Northeastern having been introduced during
the 1970 Summer Trimester.

.Thursday, 24th
TKE Free Film Series to be presented at 3 :00 p.m. in the Auditorium. ,What?.

Saturday, 26th
Football. Northeastern versus Marquette University.

_

Monday, 28th

'',.

),,-,J'.

The Student Council for Exceptional Children will be sponsoring
a Special Education Family Dinner. Donations will be $2.50 for
adults and $1.25 for children under 12. To be held in the North
Dining Hall.

Tuesday, 29th
The Free Film Series will present the film "A Man and a Woman" :
7:30 Auditorium.
-

··11,s ~
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On student government
Northeastern ·Rides
Every schoolday, hundreds of cars he aded f o r No rtheaste rn d rive by hu ndreds of stud e nts on corne rs who are
wa iti ng fo r buses to go to the sa me pla ce --- buses t hat a re
unheated in winter, and cost more to rid e e v ery year.
Many d rivers would be g lad t o g ive rides to fe llow student s, b ut a re n't sure if they're headed f or Northeastern. A n
w hen t hey' re driving in hea vy t raffic on Fo st er aven ue, o r
Peterson , o r Kim ball, it's just about impo ssible to stop and
ask.
T he "N o rthe a ste rn Rides" plan is a n attempt to bridge the
gap between the d river and ~ u s rider. The device is a bright
ye llow ca rd with a n "N" p rinted on, found i n this issue.
Hold ing up one o f these c ards at a street corner, a student
could be easily spotted by an approaching car a block away.
The plan may sound a little foreign, because its basis is
co-operation , and not competition. Competition is the attitude which is fostered and emphasized everywhere. The
implicit motto o f ." Beat the other guy" eventually results in
rat-races, international atom bomb stockpiling, and independent races to the moon. In this cpntext, a plan based on
"Help the other guy" can sound ridiculous.
Co-operation, however, has to begin someplace. It certainly didn't in the state legislature this summer when the
CTA was denied a subsidy; and had to raise their fares
again. This particularly hurt old people on fixed incomes,
and stud_ents, usually w ith s ub si stence incomes. So if our
illustrious representatives refuse to help us, it's time to start
helping ourselves.
The cards are divided into two parts. The large "N" is for
students who usually ride the bus. The smaller one is for
drivers, to be clipped or rubberbanded to the right
sun-visor, indicating a willingness to offer rides. The rider
cards are notebook-sized, so they can _be kept and used
each morning.
"Northeastern Rides" is in no way connected with Northeastern Illinois State College, but is sponsored by the
Northeastern Print. We urge all groups at the college --fraternities, sororities, clubs --- to offer their support to the
plan. We especially hope for individual support, from students and factuly, to at least try out the plan.
"Northeastern Rides" could play a small part in a worthwhile and constructive attitude: "Student Power --- through
'co-operation."

AN APOLOGY
Last week "An Interview ·With
Bobby Lee" was printed with
numerous printing errors. Our
apologies to Bobby Lee and·
Susan Concordet. Anyone
wishing to see the original of
the story, please stop by the
PRINT office.

The time is near for a referendum vote on the student government
reactivation issue. Perhaps you remember, as our student President and
his staff apparently do not, that in October of last year, 936 stude nts
voted in favor of a dissolution of the Government. The reason for th is
vote was a promise, made by the Tony Wiszowaty administration, that, if
the Government were dissolved temporarily, it would devote its efforts
in the interim to the construction ofa working Community Government.
Community Government is a world apart from the dual structure
· presently used - a Faculty Senate and a Student Senate. In many
.i nstitutions, Community Governments are being tried , and it is working
well in some. In Community Government faculty, staff, students and
administration all have voting power in one common legislative body.
Clearly, students are given an advantage in this structure, since student
gowernments al most without exception are, by definition, powerless .
It would be in the student interest if Gene Kube and his associates,
who have worked diligently for the past month developing a student
government constitution, had .~ent that energy strtJcturing a list of ideas
a nd demands to be presented to the Community C onstitution Committee .
Yes, by the way, there is a Committee assigned to t he duty of
developi ng a Commu nity Constitution, tho ugh it hasn't been too serious
about its work lately. Mr. Kube sho uld be devoti ng far more effort to his
work with th is bod y.,. instead of attempting to structure yet a nother
worthless student organization .
Stude nts must be heard, particularly o n this campu s, whic h is alread y
feeling the firs t _cold bree zes of a n impersonal, distant administration something whic h cannot be helped whe n a student enrollment reaches
16,000, as expected he re in a fe w years. Community Government offers
students that voice . The students have called, more than a year ago, for
such a gover; ment. Why are we playing games with another tinkertoy
student gove rnment?

Your vote is important
For the fi rst time in Illinois history 18, 19, and 20 year old citizens a re
being permitted to register to vote. Illinois is the only state that is allowing
this, but, unfortunately, only about 5
cent of those eligible are even
bothering to register. True, the Supreme Court has not ye t decided on the
constitutio nality of the new law lowering the voting age requirement but
certainly a huge vote r regist ration turnout could have some effect on their
decision .
In addition to this there are some very important elections coming up in
1971 . State Superintendent of Public Instruction Ray Page will be running fo r re-election in J anuary. The State Supt. is an ex officio member of
the Boa rd of G o vernors and takes a very large part in determining the ·
qua lity of an Illinois educa tion .
Also scheduled in I 97 l is an aldermanic ·e lection and a mayoral election. It is highly possible that this new block of vote rs could change the
results of a city election.
The PRINT urges you to register to vote. If you need a ride downtown
we'll arrange one for you . We'll also give any information a bout registering that you may need. But please, you can't vo te unless you register.

per

print
This i s t he Nort heastern PRINT which we

somehow ma nage to get out about once
a week. O ur p lus h, ultra -lu x u rious offices

a re loc ate d at N ortheastern Illinois State
Co lle g e, Bryn M awr at St . Lo ui s Ave.,
C hic ago, Illinois. O p inions exp ressed
wi thin co uld n't possibly re fl e ct those of
what th e Pe a ce C ounci l ref ers to a s t he
" adm ini stratio n" b ut rath er those of th e
Commie pin ko w ho w r ote it. Addr ess all

comments, critici sms , and cold c hee seburg ers to r oo m E-214,

Editor .. , .. . , ....... , . . .. , . ... .Glen Jurmonn
Managi ng Ed itor . , ... .. , .Conn ie McNeely
Bu siness M an ager ... . . . ... Ellen Friedma n
Pho to graphy Ed it or .. , , .. Big Bi ll Spr e itz e r
M akeup and St uff, .... , ... Mauro· Geo rge
.. , .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. Fron k Ko nrad
Co mpla ints .. . .... . . ... ....... . . D ave Gree n
Cont r ibuti ng Edito r s ...... . .. .. . . Ken Davi s
Marnie Fo urn ier , Rick Fre d ri ckson, M ike
H orvath, N o re en C ies iel zyk, M ike Kess elma n, Jo ck C ho llem, M o ry Jo ne Sz ro mkowski, Lynn St eb b i,ns, Joa n Sn iezewski,
Barbaro Bortovis, Fre d Engli sh , Ro b ert

Thomas, G race W outers, Jo ne McGa n n
Porno Ed ito r ............. . .... . Barb Sie lec ki
Col umnists .. . ........ , ... ,,, .. , .Ge ne C orey
Jim M ort in,' De l Brecke nfe ld, Warre n
Sandler
Fac ulty A dvice ...... .El y (Sh e ri c k ) Lie b ow
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Wednesday, Sept., 23, 1970 .

N.I.S.C. to become university
As predicted last spring, the
Board of Governors passed a resolution on Sept. 10 altering the title
of our institution. Our -new title
will be Northeastern Illinois Univerdity (NEIU). This change coin-

cides with the physical expansion
that our institution is now undergoing. Admittedly this change
must be approved by the State Legislater; however, this seems to be a
mere formality. By early 1971 .the

name change should be finalized ,
and the students here will finally
receive the benefits of graduating
from a state university. Perhaps we
will now begin to see these greater
benefits materialize .

Counseling Center offers
"At Larg~" Program
The Guidance and Counseling
Center has announced its "At
Large" program for the current
fall trimester, in accord with information received from Miss D .
McCreery, Coordinator of Academic Advisement.
This refers to the services the
Center makes available for those
students who have questions or
small problems of a more or less
routine nature which require only
a few minutes to solve. Counselors
take turns blocking off half days in
their schedules so that they are

free to serve these students, thus
making it unnecessary for them to
arrange for formal conferences .
Students who have more complex
problems should sign up for a conference with the counselor of his
choice. A student-aide receptionist
can help the student to find an
appropriate time.
The schedule which the counselors have worked out covers
mornings from 9:00 to I 2:00 and
afternoons from I :00 to 3:00. To
date, there has been on demand for
such services on a Friday after-

noon, so that period is not covered .
The names of the counselors
serving "At Large" each day is
posted to a special sign on the wall
just outside the secretary's office.
The various couselors will be available as follows:
Monday morning- W. Bobkiewicz
Monday afternoon - S. Murray
Tuesday morning - D. McCreery
Tuesday afternoon - J. Hakkio
Wednesday morning - R. Chiles
Wednesday afternoon - R. Chiles
Thursday morning- J. Hakkio
Thursday afternoon - B. Behrendt

ANNOUNCEMENT
Examinations for Regular Certification
Chicago Public Schools
Date of National Teacher Examination: Nov. 14, 1970
.Deadline for filing with Educational
Testing Service:
Oct. 22, 1970
Deadline for filing Application (Form Ex5) Oct. 9, 1970
Apply- Board of Examiners, Room 1026
Chicago Board of Education
228 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601

CHICAGO
CERTIFICATE TITLE

NATIONAL TEACHER
EXAMINATION TITLE

Kindergarten-Primary
Intermediate-Upper Grades

Early Childhood Education
Education in the Elementary
School
Biology and General Science
Chemistry, Physics,
General Science
Eriglish Language and
Literature
Social Studies
Mathematics

High School Biology
High School Chemistry
High School English
High School History
High School Mathematics
*High School Physical
Education
Men
Women
High School Physics
Art, Grades 7-12
General Science,
Grades 7-12
General Science,
Grades 7-12
* Homemaking Arts,
Grades 7-12
*Industrial Arts,
Grades 7-12
*Musi c, Vocal, Grades 7-12
* Music, Instrumental,
Grades 7-12

Men's Physical Education
Women's Physical Education
Chemistry, Physics,
General Science
Art Education
Biology and General Science
Chemistry, Physics,
General Science
Home Economics Education
Industrial Arts Education

Friday morning - B. Behrendt

Sensitivity

workshop
One of the first activities presented this trimester through the
Newman Club will be a sensitivity
workshop. The workshop will
begin Monday, September 28 and
will take place on the ten following
Mondays after that. Sessions will
last from about 7 :30 to 9:30 and
will be conducted by Wally Bobkiewicz and John Hurley . All
interested persons are invited to
sjgn up beforehand at Newman,
5450 N . Kimball, or call 583-6109
and leave a message.

SHAFER
FLORISTS·
BRYN MAWR
KIMBALL

PHONE - 478-6276
10% DISCOUNT TO All
NISC STUDENTS & FACULTY

corey's
corner
More idle thought, random reflections, observations, opinions, and .
other trivia:
...Northeastern Rides is here .
... An acronym is a word formed by using the first, or first few, letters of
several words . Some acronyms turn out to be pronounceable words, and
others just become familiar letter combinations. RADAR , for example, is
pronounceable, and stands for radio detecting and ranging. LASER also
sounds like a word, and represents light amplification by stimulated emi ssion ef radiation . Other acronyms, like FBI, SDA, USA , FDR, ACLU ,
can't be spoken like words, but literally have to be spelled out. Pseudoacronyms occur when leaders of new organizations think , "Say--wouldn't it be cute, clever, and catchy to have our group's name spell
out a word?" Dozens of groups use this cute and catchy device, like the'
Citizen's Revolt Against Pollution. Or the drug research organization at
Beloit College, the Student Association for the Study of Hallucinogens
(STASH)
.
To end this brief survey of acronyms, there is also the accidental acronym. Like the kid whose first , middle, and last names spell a funny word.
Or the states with three-letter license plates, whose officials carefully
delete all possible unsavory combinations.
In Crucago's own police department, the acronym is a touchy subject.
Two organizations claim to represent the department's I I ,000 men with
regards to bargaining for wages, pensions, etc. Tne newer group pseudoacronymically dubbed itself the Confederation of Police . The older group
prefers to be referred to as the Fraternal Order of Police.
· ... New word for the day---fop, n . a vain. affected man who pays too
much attention to his clothes, appearance, etc.; a dandy_:__
.. .General Ky, the vice-president of South Vietnam; is coming to the
United States after all. He's the invited principle speaker at the March for
Victorv. in Washington on October 3. The ornanizer for the march. Rev.
Carl Mdntyre, home from a Vietnam visit, told his radio audience Monday morning that "Ky's spunky fellow : H e's a genius, a challenger, you'll
just love him. They call him a hawk. He can out Agnew Agnew."
The march is planned to bring a half million God-fearing Commie haters
to Washington , to show the president that our nation wants to end the war--not with a pusillanimous pull-out---not with time-consuming Vietnamization---but with VICTORY?
The Rev. McIntyre, who got the word that.we have God on our side.
believes that with the proper handling the war could be over in eight
weeks. After all, how long should it take to bomb a small country like
. North Vietnam back to the Stone Age!
Try to catch one of the Reverend's broadcasts between now and the
march . He's on at 6 a.m. (an unGodly hour) on WEAW-FM . It's pretty
early, but he's by far the most entertaining down-home-folks performer
on radio or TV.
So keep those donations rolling in, folks, and send in for your VICTORY T-shirts---you've seen enough of those obscene hippie shirts around,
with dirty words and taking our nation's flag in vain---And to all of our
fine boys in Vietnam, remember: When you kill a Commie, kill him for
Christ.
_
.. ."We are mad, not only individually, but nationally. We check manslaughter and isolated murders; but what of war and the much vaunted
crime of slaughtering whole people!"---Seneca

Attention Majors in Early
Childhood Education
Piano Proficiency Tests 'will be given during September 28-October 2,
1970. A schedule of dates, times
and rooms is posted on the Kg-P
Bulletin Board near B 109. Please
bring several piano selections of

.;Now TWO Loe:.~~:~-~::~::::::,:.

Music Education
Music Education

GIANT HAMBURGERS

· * Practicals will be given i n April, 1971.

640z. Pifche, of Beel' 1/.75

Special Notice
Candidates for teaching certificates may make application for the
examination if they meet all requirements by February 15, 1971 .
. Th_e candidate sh_o uld file application with Educational Testing
Service, Box 911 , Princeton, New Jersey 08540, to take the .National
Teacher Examination in the area for which he is qualified.
The following credentials must be presented to the Board of Examiners not later than Friday, October 9, 1970:
Application {Form Ex5)
Official transcripts
Official birth certificates
Applicants for . certification should request that National Teacher
Examination scores be · sent to the Board of Examiners. Minimi:im
scores required :
Common Exam
500
Teaching Area Exam
550
Total Composite Scores 1100
The Chicago Board of Education Application Form {Ex5) and information about examinations to be announced for 1971 may be obtained from the Board of Examiners at the address shown above .
Applications for the National Teacher Examination may be obtained
from Educational Testing. Service.

your own choosing in various
rhythms. In addition be prepared
to play patriotic songs and to sing
a few children's songs giving yourself the pitch on the piano or pitch
pipe .
·

LIGHT OR DARK

Casual ~nd Cozy

ROARING FIREPLACE

Gas pains

BARBECUE RIBS

relieved at

Brotvvurst & other "great"
Charcoal Broiled Items

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

,ncHERS OF BEER
COM,UMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

6035 N. BROADWAY

Open from lunch till 2 A.M.
7 clays a week

Open Eves.
Closed Sun .

~

BR 5- 3500

·

To eat here or toke out

'\~

" 2741 W.
~

1

Howard

St. 973-0990

AMPLE FREE PARKING

1447 N. Wells

664-2393

t~..,.~~.;.."'!".;,."'!,,,..-,,..,.~~~~~~:,Q~~~~~~~~j;;Q~~
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Checking out the library
by Marnie Fournier

"Neither a borrower nor a lender be," said Polonius in Hamlet.
The quote is the one line in the one
book in the NISC library disagreed
with by Mrs. Sophie K. Black, Curriculum Materials Center Librarian. Mrs. Black was joined by Seymou!' Schneider, Library Director,
in showing off the NISC library facilities to their best advantage
Thursday.
S e y m o u r Schneider said,
"Please be patient with our facilities." Schneider stressed that

"The library is working under a
tremendous handicap because of
lack of space but staff members are
nevertheless determined to give top
notch service despite problems.
Plans for the new library building
are coming along well and preliminary design concepts should be
a vai lable from the , architect
around October 1."
Many changes are underway in
the present library. There is an expanded x card catalogue which has
doubled because of the growing

BALCONY
CURRICULUM

MATERIALS

collection. There are additional
signs posted to clarify locations of
works and documents . New posi tions have been assigned. Jay Kim
is serial librarian. Miss Evangeline
Mistaras, who previously worked
with periodicals and documents, is
now working exclusively with the
expanding documents collection
and reference. In the very short future, serials will be moved to the
lower· level stack area. There will
be a library handbook in circu lation soon.

LOWER LEVEL
STACKS
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Mr. Kim - one member of our library staff.
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NISC'S LIBRARY
LIBRARY, CENTER
FOR INNER CITY
STUDIES

The Northeastern Illinois State College library strives to serve the college community.
Open stacks are maintained to facilitate access to materials. This brief outline has been
prepared as a guide to services and to help you take advantage of all resources. Members
of the library staff are glad to answer questions and to assist in locating needed materials.

LIBRARY HOURS

The regular library hours are 8 :00 a.m . to 9:50 p .m. Monday through Thursday, 8:00 a.m . to
5:00 p.m. Friday, and 8:00 a.m . to 1:00 p.m . Saturday. Changes in this schedule are posted
in the library and published in the Print and the Bulletin.

CARD CATALOG

The card catalog located on the main floor is a modified alphabetical arrangement of
author: title, and subject cards for books in the college collection . Generally it does not
include magazine titles or government documents. The Curriculum Materials Center has
its own catalog, and its books are not listed here . .

"CLASSIFICATION

The Library of Congress system of classification (L.C.) is used for arranging the collection .
It is a letter and number combination by which _books are shelved in alphabetical and
numerical order. A small part of the collection has not yet been reclassified and is still
shelved under the Dewey Decimal system. Location symbols above the call number are
explained on signs located in the card catalog area. To locate a book on the shelf the
complete call number should be copied from the catalog card.

STACKS

The circulating book collection i~ located on the lower level. The stacks are clearly
labelled to assistin finding books.

CIRCULAJ"ION

The Circulation · Desk is between the entrance and exit doors. Current 1.0. cards are
required for checking out materials. Tuition receipts may be used as temporary identification. Most materials may be checked out for a two-week period and renewed once.
Complete information about circulation- rules and _fines is available at the Circulation
Desk.

RESERVE

Materials needed by students for specific assignments are kept at the Reserve Desk
located in the northeast section of the Reference Room. These materials have varying loan
. periods which are determined by the i.nstructors. Reserve circulation rules are posted at
the Reserve Desk.

REFER ENGE

Encyclopedias, yearbooks, dictionaries, bibliographies and other reference materials are
on the open shelves of the Reference Room. All are identified in the card catalog with the
location-symbol REF above the call number. Pamphlet files and college catalogs are also
maintained in this area. For assistance in using these and other library resources, users
may inquire at the Reference Desk in the southeast section of the Reference Room.

PERIODICALS

The library subscribes to more than 2,500 general, scholarly, and technical periodicals
shelved alphabetically by title in the North Wing. Bound volumes prior to 1966 are shelved
in the lower level stack area. Single issues may be charged out at the Reserve Desk,- but
bound volumes do not circulate. Holdings of periodicals are listed alphabetically on a
rotary stand. Indexes, abstracts, newspapers, microfilm, and microfilm readers are also in
this area.

GOVERNMENT

· Publications of the U.S. government, the state of Illinois and other sta!_es, foreign
governments, and United Nations publications are shelved in the South Wing. Catalogs
and indexes to this collection are housed in this area.

DOCUMENTS

Textbooks, curriculum guides, children's books, and reference resources used in elementary schools are shelved on the balcony. Books are cataloged un·der the Dewey
Decimal system, and a catalog for this collection is located in the south section . In
addition, there are picture and pamphlet files. A filmstrip collection with its own catalog is
maintained by the department and housed at 't he Circulation Desk.

CURRICULUM
MATERIALS
CENTER

In addition to the on-campus library facilities, a branch library is maintained atthe Center
for Inner City Studies. In most cases, materials there are also in the campus library. The
holdings of the Center library do not appear in the card catalog. Consult the Reference
Desk for information.

PHOTODUPLICATION

A coin-operated copier for printed material is located op,posite the Circulation Desk.
Requests for duplication of microfilm or microfiche are handled by the Reference Desk.

INTERLIBRARY
LOANS

This service, which permits the borrowing of materials and the ordering of photoduplication copies from other libraries, is provided at the Reference Desk. It is primarily for the
!..158 of graduate stude,nts and fa9ulty.

OTHER LIBRARIES

Many other libraries in the Chicago metropolitan area, such as John Crerar Library, the
Chicago Public Library, and specialized and university libraries are accessible for special
material rrot held by this library. Information regarding this service is available at the
Reference Desk.

DISPLAY AREAS

The library offers some excellent display areas which are available for use by campus _·
organizations. Arrangements for exhibits can be made through the Curriculum Materials
Center.

"

BOOK REQUESTS . T,he library strives to honor requests or recommendations for books or materials from
anyone in the College Community. Such requests should be made through the appropriate department.
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.A PAGE OUT OF THE PAST
The following cartoon was
printed in the October 16,
1963 edition of the INTERJM. The cartoon fol.l owed the
resignation of Dr. Benjamin·
Willis, then Superintendent of
Chicago Public Schools. One
hour after the INTERIM was
released it was confiscated by
the then Dean of Students
and the INTERIM's oper-

ation
was ordered suspended. The question of censorship arose and the story
.was printed in all four daily
Chicago newspapers. _That
evening it was discussed -nation a II y on _the Huntley-Brinkley Report. It was
the first and last incident regarding censorship in campus
publications.
-

Allright you guys - If you don't play
the game my way I'm going to take my
stuff and go home.

Cl

CHICAGO:
A school system with a goal: Teaching

"Alone Together"
The fourth and sometimes forgotten member of Traffic; penned one of
John Lennons favorite songs; one time friend of Delaney and Bonnies
band; author of what was among the most influencial and popular songs
of the past few years, "Feelin' Alright". Now Dave Mason has added yet
another side to himself with the release of his first solo album-"Alone
Together". (Blue Thumb BTS 19). As the clever name suggests, the
solitary Mason has risen onto the music scene from behind Steve
Winwood's shadow, like the proverbial sleeping giant. Not too many
people got excited when the announcement was made that Dave Mason
was going to come out with his own album. In fact, a lot of people didn't
know or really care who he was. All of a sudden, as more people picked
up on it, rave reviews of "Alone Together" began to creep into major
progressive publications. Soon , Dave Mason was a household word.
Well not exactly, but he did cause quite a stir among musicians, critics,
and the all important music audience. Some even referred to it as the
album of the year. What's ironic is that it's not the type of record that
knocks you out with the usual musical gymnastics that fall under the
heading of "super". But that's probably why it suk:ceeds where many
new releases have failed.
In the bands he's been in, Mason always forced to play secono guttar w
the stars of the group. But while he was in these bands, he's given us
samplings of his genius through his few songs and limited guitar work.
Now these bands have become mere stepping stones for his recently proven talent. "Look at You Look at Me" one of the best cuts, has that
unmistakeable Traffic sound which made them stand out among lessers .
. (In fact, this song was half written by Traffics drummer, Jim Capaldi) ·
"Waitin' on You" is right out of Delaney and Bonnies tamborine shakin' gospel repertoire. And it's no surprise that D & Band friends like
Leon Russel and Rita Coolidge 1 lend a hand. But no matter what
influences each song contains, they all have Masons personal touch and
good common sense.
·
"Shouldn't have Took More than You Gave" is the sort of song you'd
expect from Dave Mason'. Reminiscent of "Feel in' Alright" it epitomizes
each thing that makes this particular Ip work.-a good strong melody and
words; a simple but interesting chord pattern; and well thought put lead
guitar work that sounds so refreshing compared to the present trend of
"see-who's-the-fastest" that so many guitarists rely on. And Mason's
voice has brought back something that has been lacking for quite sometime in the music of many-the importance of the melody line. The vocals
glide over pleasent melodies; the type that you always. seem to find humming. The important point is that a lot of peop!e found out that a simplistic
approach like Mason's does not constitute a lack of talent. On the contrary, much of the finest and most enjoyable music has been written with
- this approach, by some of the best musicians. People like John Mayall,
Eric Clapton, and Rod Stewart have already turned their efforts to this
area with rewarding results. "Alone Together" just might be the breath
offresh air that the music world has been waiting for to buj!-:! 0!! ,

Join
_Griff i:>itts National Teachers
Associate Dean
of Students

$8,400 starting salary (10 months)
10 days paid vacation• 10 days sick leave
Paid hospitalization

Coffee and
Conversation

The Chicago Public Schools will have a representative on campus
on
9/29
. Please arrange for an interview
with the Placement Office.

10 A.M. E220
Tues. & Thurs.

THE

E~am Coming
Once more September's tumbled down upon our heads with no
apparent notice, and another class of aspiring graduates will soon be
rudely tossed out of the debatable security of. N ISC to earn a living.
Being primarily a teacher-education college, quite possibly a lot of you
would-be graduates sitting in the NOH trying to work up some enthusiasm over a cup of coffee and the Print are wondering how to go
about getting certified as a teacher in the good ol' Chicago Public School
System. Well, let me tell you .. :..... Mrs . Gallagher from the Placement
office knew that you'd like to read something worthwhile this week so
she gave us a press r!!lease concerning this burning issue. Seriously, fol.ks
... all you out there in the following major areas ...
I) Kg .P (Grades K-3)
2) Inter. -Upper (Grades 3-8)
3) H.S. Biology
4) H .S. Chemistry
5) H.S. Physics
6) Gen. Sci. Gr. 7-12
7) H .S. Mathematics
8) H .S. History

THOUSANDS Of JEANS
WITH TOPS 10 MATCH
Mon.- Fri. 11-9
.'

, Sat 10-6

_f'OR
GUYS

3304
W . FOSTER
•
5 MINUTES FROM
NISC
PHONE 588-2686

AND
GALS

9) Music Inst. Gr. 7-12
10) H.S. Phys, Ed., Women
11) H.S. Phys. Ed ., Men
12)ArtGr. 7-12
13) Ind. Arts, Gr. 7-12.
14) Homemaking Arts, Gr. 7-12
15) H.S. English ·
:.•
16)Music, Vocal,Gr. 7-12

Okay, all of you, pay attention to the rest of this magical article. You
know who you are. The Placement office says, and I quote - "All
inexperienced candidates (I assume you're all inexperienced ·if you're
still elbowing your way through this overcrowded madhouse) have to
write a National Teachers' Exam (NTE) in the Commons and_your
teaching area. Deadline for filing this test is October 22, 1970, and the
test itself will be given on November 14, 1970. BUT THAT'S NOT
ALL! You'll also have to supply an application form known in the inner
circle as the "Application for Staff Interview, EX-5", by October -9,
1970. All these forms, I'm told, will be found in the Placement Office.
And now, for all you lucky people .who are student-teaching now (You people know who YOU are) - that is, the fall, 1970 trimester, in
case you're reading this early in the morning or reading it at all - there are
going to be some seminars, each given in the Auditorium from 3:00-5:00
PM that will give you all the additional information that you need.- For
Kg-p-ers it will be on Wednesday, September 23, and for Secondary
people on Tuesday, September 29. You Inter. - Upper people missed the
boat, because your seminar was last Monday . Sorry about that. Now
aren't you glad you wasted your time reading this vague misassortment
of information?

C ~ l' .tt . 1~~! .1 ·n l u .n b 3A'
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"The Virgin and the Gypsy"
In the past fe w years filmm a k~rs ha ve fo und a wealth o f material in th e
writings of D.H . La wre nce ; a nd we ll they mi ght, for hi s pass ion-oriented, d ic hoto m ized style of writing lends itself to t he screen
pe rhaps even better than it does to the printed page. " The Fox" for
instance, sta nd s out in my m ind a s an e xample of a brill iantl v fluid film
w hic h far s urp assed the no vella it was ta ke n fro m - a nd may still be the
best of the L a wre nce films.
'
" The V irgi n and the Gyp sy" is the most rece nt film to be ta ke n fro m a
Lawre nc e work, a nd like " T he Fox" , is a bea utiful piece of fluid film
work . Like a ll of Law rence's writings, and the previou s film s, it deal s
w ith the passion of the blood v s. the rigid and puritanic al th inking of
V ictorian England , a nd the vic tory of the "blood".
Set in the post- Victoria n I 920's, when a new, fa st-paced, indu stri a l
"life-styl e w a s replacing the older, more rigid tradition , " The Virgin a nd
the G yps y" deal s with the hotblooded, but virgin daughter of an Engli sh
minis te r , who returns from schooling in France to find that s he neither
fits into her eider's so c iety , nor is she quite ready to move out of it on he r
own. Caught between these two modes of existence - the one repress ive,
the other frighteningly free , she is unable to take the necessary steps
to ward freedom on he r own. Enter the gypsy .
The gypsy is an equally young and hotblooded wanderer who is
exactly the catalys t tha t the virgin needs to throw her headlong into the 20th century . He is no t, (as the advertisements have it), the one who
· changes her course. of life, (she was going to change anyway), but he
merely acts a s the catalyst s he was searching for . . . and would have
found sooner or later.
.
Joanna Shimkus is the virgin, and Franco Nero is the gypsy , and both
handle their roles smoothly. and excellently . Miss Shimku s is perfect as
the young Yvette, simultaneously ingenuous and passionate, and always
seeking another way of life. Nero has a Jess taxing role a s the quiet,
singleminded gypsy who comes into her life, gives her direction, and then
leaves just a s quic kly a s he e nters. The point is made that although it is
he that finally removes from her what has become the " burden of her
virginity" it is not he that is important, nor indeed her virginity. It is the

way of life.
Lawrence's "blood conscfousness" theme is brought out well in this
beautiful film, which again and again (though subtly enough so as not to)
hit one over the head)", points up the difference between the "blood" and
the intellect, and the inevitable (in La w rence's eyes) victory of the blood.
Both acting and direction (by Christophe r Miles), are excellent, and the
superb photography enhances the sanguine mood of the film. There is in
fact, nothiqg weak about the film .- It is a smooth, erotic, and beautiful film
which involves the audience in its fluid, hypnotic motion.
"The Virgin and the Gypsy" is a far better film than "Women in
Love", and perhaps as good as "The Fox", (though the symbolism is not
as strong), and I highly recommend to anyone - Lawrence Jover or not.
And though the film deals with the early l 920' s in England, it is in fact a
film of any day, any generation, any place .
The powerful closing scene, where almost no dialogue takes place, for
about ten minutes, is a piece of cinema brilliance. Without the spoken
word, (and reminiscent of "Blow-Up"), Miles manages to sum up the
entire mood of the film and of Lawrence, as Yvette gives into the new
world and Jets the gypsy make Jove to her in an attic room while the
rampaging flood waters from a nearby dam (the new morality), burst
through the house killing her grandmother and the old life style she
stands for. At film's close Yvette, alone, (as the gypsy has left), walks
past friends and relatives, away from the old toward two particular
friends ( known to live in sin), who wait to drive her away - into the new
morality, a victor over her past fears and traditions.
In this one scene, the mood, mind and message of Lawrence is
captured, and we understand what indeed is the power of the blood . Like
I said, a film for today.

Berne

Gifts

History
Club
Presents

Prof.
June
Sochen
Subiect:
Womens'
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Thursday
Sept. 24
1:00
Room
A-129-13
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The Godfather
Mario Puzo
The D o n Corleo ne a person ad m ired a nd res pected by a ll his fo llo we rs
a nd e ne mi es - the na me G o dfathe r havin g bee n bestowed o n him by
people grateful for his "favors." As head of o 'ne of N ew Yo rk's most
influenti a l post war " fa m ilies," he co ntrol s th e intricate wo rkings of hi s
underground inte rests. Once in volved w it h "fa mil y business," th e onl y
res igna tio n is death. T he Sici lli an o me rta (sile nce) is ke pt a t a ll times .
I n his no ve l The Godfather, Mario Puzo successfu ll y a tte m pts to enlig hte n th e reading pu blic of the effect s th e M afia has o n believable
characters . His writing tec hni qu e co nvey s utte r reali sm a nd after reading
the· firs t few pages , yo u will fin d yourse lf deepl y e ngrossed wi th th e
novel.
T he D o n 's im med ia te fa mi ly co nsists of his wi fe, a da ughter, a nd three
so ns, Santino , Fred, and Mic hael. One of th e ma ny plo ts in the nove l is
o ne in w hic h the so n w ill take ove r when the Don retires. Trouble e rupts
w he n th e D o n is wou nde d by a nother "family " during a po wer struggle
ignited by the D on's " fa mi ly" refusal to spo nsor dru gs. Santino ta kes
over a nd mu st seek re venge. M ic hael , the yo ungest so n, was for me rl y
uncommitted to the "fami ly's" busi ness . H e soo n find s him self ta king a n
irrevocabl e ste p , whe n he volun teers himself as a n ins trume nt in th e
revenge pla n. T he Sic il ian j usti ce dole d o ut exe mptifies th e "eye for a n
eye, tooth for a tooth " j usti ce with a twist or arbitrary negotiati on .
Mari o Puzo's use of savage vi o le nce, sex, a nd brutal puni shme nt, to
illustrate the ho rros of the sy nd icate is e xpe rtl y ha ndle d a nd realisti call y
writte n . If suc h so phisti cate d ho rrors were ha ppe ning twe nty years ago,
one might stop to wonde r what newe r me tho d s the s yndica te has today.
The many different thickening plo ts a nd the c ha racters swe pt up in
them, make thi s book interesting to read , e ve n fo r those of u s wh o wi ll
refuse to beli eve the real is m be hind it. If yo u wa nt to read a realistic book
a bout the mafia, read The Godfather. If you wa nt a good m ystery, read
The Godfather. Don 't let yourself pass t his exciting book by.
- Lynn Stebbins

nerw Secondary Ed niajor
begins in Social Studies
Each of the disciplines involved
N ISC has - a·nnounced a new
Secondary Education Major in has developed a fifteen hour seGeneral Social Studies. Students quence for those who choose the m
interested could begin in the pro- for the fifteen hour portion of the
gram immediately. The term Gen- requirement. They have also each
eral Social Studies encompasse s contructed a nine hour sequence-·
four disciplines ; Anthropology, and have des ignated a three hour
Economics, Political Science, and course which will be required of all
Sociology. The student is required students in this major.
to take fifteen hours in one of the
If you decide to take on'the new
four , nine hours in two others and
three in the fourth. That thirty-s ix major your advi sor will be ashours is added to the eighteen Sec- s igned to you by the chairman ol'
ondary Ed. requirements and the the department in which you .ta ke
Basic Core of the school the fifteen hour sequence .
(thirty-three hours) leaving the stuFurther information may be obdent with fourty-two elective
tained from any of the followi ng:
hours.

Mr. Bertram Abe ll , A ssistant Pro- ·
fe ssor of Seco nda ry Educa tion,
Mrs. Barbara Cropper, Chairman,
Department of Anthropology , Dr.
Edri s Frederick, Chairman, Department of Political Science and
Economics, Dr. Mau rice Guysenir, Chairman, Depa rtme nt of Secondary Educa tion , Dr. Bevode
McCall , Chairman, Department of
Sociolgy, and from the Guida nce
and Counseling offices .
These people will have a complete li st of the seque nce wh ich
will be requ ired and some further
information on the time s of th e
year w hen they will be offered in
the upcoming _trime sters.

TONG'S TEA GARDEN
3411 W. BRYN MAWR

KE 9-9650

GRANI> OPENING OF OUR NEW DIN,ING ROOM
AIR CONDITIONED
AMERICAN AND

Wholesale &
Discount
Prices
- Repairing -

LUNCH AND DINNER
HOU RS: 11 AM. to 10:00 PM.
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

\:
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Butterflies are free Another View ..

Developing a bomb policy
by Ken Davis

It was during the deep of the trimester break, in the lonely caverns
of the abondoned billard hall , in
the adjacent switchboard room. A
telephone call, and the operator responded. Some guy had just put
Northeastern on the books - made
it relevant to the now seen , man he called in our first absol4tely
genuine bomb threat.
'
The operator, although I didn 't
see her, was probably somewhat
shaken by the affair, and she
evident ly called Campus Security
to report the incident. Whether
there was anybody-in the office I do
not know , but it seems that she got
in touch with the Good Lieutenant
so me how, and, among other
things, he became switchboard operator for a while, answering all incoming calls.
I don't really know any other details, because everything else I
found out was hearsay, or at least
from second or third-hand sources.
Aprarently, the people in the computer center were notified because
it was reaso ned that theirs would
.be a likely target. Officials, however, took a remarkably apathetic
stand toward the whole deal, because they just somehow seemed
to know that the thing was a false
alarm : Few, if a ny of the people .in
the building were notified, tho'ugh
there must have been easily a
couple of hundred people here that
day. The incredible thing about it
is that to this day there can't be
more- than 50 people who even
know that there was a cal l at all.
Anyway, one of our not-so-reliable third hand sources reported
that, allegedly, when contacted
about the incident, President
S.iichs expressed concern and said,
thoughtfully, "I think we'll have to
re-evaluate our bomb policy."
Now 1 don 't know if he really
said that, but it sounds like something that could happen around
here. I thought maybe we could try
to predict how that rather difficult
chore would be accomplished.
First, of course, there has to be a
committee. Let,'s see . If Sachs convenes it, it would be the Ad-Hoc
Presidential Advisory Committee
to Examine and Re-evaluate the
Northeastern Illinois State College
Bombing Poliq, . Since this is a
matter of great importance to both
fac ulty and students, it will be-necessary to have both on the Committee. President Sachs notifies
both the Faculty Senate and President Kube, who i·s the Student Senate, that he wants suggestions for
Committee members.
Three weeks later, the Faculty
Senate Steering Committee holds a
meeting to decide what its agenda
will be for the next trimester. It determines that it will discuss its recommendations to the Senate on the
Bomb Committee on November 4 .
It is now September 20.President Kube 's conscience begins to bother him, and he decides
that, since the bomb policy is so
vastly important, it would be immoral for him to appoint student
Committee members without some
type of general student input. He
fires off a memo to The Pres ex. plaining that he will have a recommendation just as soo n as he can get
together a viable, functioning student government, which he assured
Sachs will be no later than I October 1970.
Meanwhile, a group of disgruntled computer programmers
and projector pushers who work in
the basement near the area everyone agrees wo·uld . probably be
bombed first take a complaint to
W e rner Schroe_der, who works in
Duplicating. Staff people. they

·

_,

The chair screams a warning
say, can get killed just like students and faculty, and they better that if something isn't resolved,
have representation on that Com- he'll advise the President to select
mittee or else . With typical Presi- hi s own me·mbet.s, and they all
dential Class, Sachs says that it s hout their approval. The Chairwas never his intention to leave man se nd s Sachs a memo.
Sachs appoi nts Mitch Voge l - he
staff out of the discussions, and
that they should have four reps. serves o n everything " a nd Ron
With typical staff efficiency, they Glick - gotta have a good radical appoint carpenter Ralph Augsbur- and two others . Let's see. June
ger, Anne Podolsky, Jay Katzman Sochen - we s hould have a woman and Dave Meissner to the Com- and D an Kuzuhara. H e's good at
mittee by election. The elections breaking up fist fights. So, th a t
are over and the votes counted does it. He calls the first meeting
before 2:30. It is sti ll September for 2:00 Friday, December 4, in
the 6th floor conference room .
20.
At 2:00, Jay Byron, Mitch VoOn September 30, since the President has been assured that func- gel, a nd Bob Hall are present. Gene
tioning student government starts Kube is also there, miffed because
tomorrow, he pre pares to receive · he wasn't appointed. At 2:20,
his student list . At the first meeting Ralph Augsburger arrives, but not
of the Viable Student G<""ernment, for the meeting. He has to fix a brothey decide to take action on the ken blackboard ledge. Jay gets imbomb policy, since it is important, patient, because he has prepared a
at an early time. They will discuss it 32-page keynote address for the ocon the floor of the Senate on No- casion, and was hoping he'd be in. vited to deliver it. Instead, Vogel
vember 7.
On October 3 I, a newly formed counters his attempt to read the
radical group calling itself the H a l- speech by nominating him as the
loween Committee attends a Stu- Chair. Byron accepts, and Vogeldent Senate meeting and charges Hall vote unanimou·s ly in favor.
Kube with being a malfeasant, rac- Kube asks ifhe can vote, and after a
ist, fascist pig administrative lack- brief discussion it is decided that he
ey, and Kube calls the next day an cannot. Ralph casts his vote in faemergency student referendum on vor just as he is leaving for the next
student government. Nineteen job.
As the weeks pass, attendance
people vote, fourteen of them in favor of dissolving the government. · drops off, until at the fourth meet
He declares himself President, with ing Jay and Gene are by thema ll constitutional powers, of a non- selves. Still, Byron insists that
existent Government. He sends Kube is not entitled to a vote.
Jay works diligently during the.
Sachs a memo explaining that in
good conscience, he could never trimester bre.ak, and then on
appoint students to such an impor- January 15 he calls a special meettant committee without general ing to approve the recommendastudent consent. President Sachs tion. Mitch Vogel and June Sochen
does the next best thing. He ap- show up, a nd they are joined by
points the students himself. Let's Glen Jurnmann, who is just looksee - there 's Jay Byron, simply be- ing for a story. There is three hours
cause he's sat on virtually every of violent argument, after which
other Committee, and Conrad the entire membership present
Pitcher - gotta have a good radical votes unanimously to pass the
in there - and a couple of ot hers. document. It says, in short, t)1at if
Glen Jurmann, the new campus someone · calls to register a bomb
editor. Yes. And Bob Hall, He threat, immediate action will be ,
works in the information center. taken to see that the lives of members of the academic community
Great.
November 4 rolls around. The are not in any way unnecessarily •
Faculty Senate Steering Com- endangered, and that the building
mittee decides that the Bomb thing is given a throughout search, just
should get early treatment. So it in case.
President Sachs accepts the
· recommends to the Senate that the
Bomb issue be discussed two weeks document, but decides to delete a
from that date, just as soon as the few pages of the 142 page docusalary raises for Assistant Profes- ment and add some others so that it
sors in the Foreign Languages can would conform more properly with
the Illinois State Higher Education
be straightened out.
At the next meeting, lots of old System-wide Policy on Bombings,
business is cleared away, so the Arson, Riots a nd Student Rights .
He announ ces that the revised
bomb discussion tops the agend1'
for the following week. It will then policy is now in effect. It is Monday, January 18, 1971.
be November 18.
On Feb. 3 at 14 minutes past
At the meeting, The Chairman is
interrupted by a Faculty Senator noon, the operator receives notice
who passes out a resolution de- that forty sticks of dynamite have
manding that the Senate override been placed in a garbage can in the
President Sachs' decision to agree stack area of the library. Security
with the APTS Council decision to springs into action. They first find
give Dan Stern his -tenure. Twenty the stack area, ·then check the garminutes of discussion follow, and bage cans. They find nothing, so,
the motion is defeated I 1-8. Anoth- since there's been so much talk
er Senator moves that students be around canipus late ly about
excluded from all Senate meetings bombs, they figure it's probabl y
forever. There is fifteen minutes of _just con:ie crank.
discussion, and the motion fails 11 8. It is now forty minutes past the
hour.
The Chair man ages to regain
control, and he explains that he
wants four names to serve on a very
important bomb committee. Every
si ngle person in the room is nominated , and every one declines . After ten minutes of arguing, the Senin this Newspaper
ator who wanted Sten:i fired calls
for a quorum. Since only 19 people
are present, and that isn't even
half, everybody starts tripping
over chairs as they run for the
door.
0

,,

by Warren Sandler

The title to the play no w currently running at the Studebaker Theatre is
inaptly called Butterflies Are Free. The freedom of butterflies doesn't
have anything to do with this play. Instead this rather undeveloped character study, concerns a brief experience of two young adults of our now
society . The playwright (Leonard Gershe) added to this somewhat dull
story, the fact that the leading man is blind . Taking that handicap and
removing it from the play makes it just another serial for T.V .'s soap
operas in the afternoon .
Top billing w ent t_o Eve Arden who maintains the same style of expression, poise, and voice, as she was on the boob tube. Considering that
she made only a ten second entrance in the first act, a nd contributed very
little dialogue to the second act of this two act pla s, I find it ethically
wrong to give her top billing. Certainly an d financially her name was used
for more box office response. The night I was there I found a half empty
theatre and from recent articles in the entertainment section of the local
papers, Miss Arden is now considering dropping out of the play.
Kipp O sborne, the leading m an, performed his role with a mediocre
attitude, reading h is lines mechanically, and not technically portraying;_
the part of a blind man correctly. I have yet to see a blind person walk,
even in his own environment at a fast speed, especially like the one Mr.
O sborne was speeding through on stage. Also his performance was parallel to someone who has just gotten his first ro le as a lead actor. This is
typical of actors who have understudied the lead role for long periods of
time. Mr. Osborne, as in this case, understudied this same role performed
by Kier Dullea (2001: A Space Odyssey), in the original Broadway show.
Ellen Endicott Jones made a feeble attempt to copy the voice intonation of Marie Winsdor, star of the early boob tube series My Friend
Irma. Her stage movemen.ts were pitifully archaic as she moved from one
side of the stage to the other, using the full form of her bowlegged manner.
Her over-active response to motion and dialogue reminded me of high
school productions where the performers were clumsy and inarticulate in
both movement and speech.
The play was a technical bore. The scenery and lighting neither assisted
nor deterred from the story. The scenery was strong in a realistic sense,
but failed to come across to me as an apartment that a blind man would
keep following his first break from an over-dominant mother.
The plot and its development resembled that of a short story. Character
development was virtually absent and the theme
regarding his blindness was over-played. Every minor incident was played out in an attempt
to achieve maximum amount of humor. Miss Arden's replies were stereotyped to the same usual trite humor that she has done on television. The
only noticeable im pression I received from her was the timing of her cued
punch lines. She showed a remarkable a m o unt of professionalism regarding her timing ofresponses, and pick-ups from the audience laughter. This
was not true for Mr. Osborne or Miss Jones . ·
In the course of the play exterior clothing was absent from Mr. Osborne
and . Miss Jones, but body contact was appropriately used with a sense of
adu lt discretion.
•
The most noticeable but inevitable part of the play was its typical
e nding. The flighty and unresponsible girl next door leaves the blind boy
in a state of mild mental frustration. This would have been an interesting
ending for the play, but the playwright seems to be trying to sell this play
to a middle class conservative audience, who for some reason like to have
the conflict overcome with a happy ending. The flighty dumb girl next
door does come back and decides to stick it out with the blind man making
most of the theatre patrons leave in a pleasant frame of mind.
Unimaginative plot, poor comical timing, · and some awkward stage .
movement, were some of the reasons why I failed to see any positive
impressions. It was boring, simply presented, and not in the manner befitting the price that the theatre patron must pay to see professional performances.
"•<::::::.
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Call Us
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Cinema Theatre

IGPI
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS
Custom made dress, sportswear, wedding
dress, also alterations by your English
Dressmaker, Kathleen 583-6461 .

Why is Richard Nixon and a DP the same?
It tokes 3 helicopters to move him from
place to place.

Photographer seeking female models for
nude studies - 583-5843 Ask for Ted.

Barb Sielecki drinks unsweetened grapefruit juice.

FRIGIDAIRE REFRIDGERATOR and 55
yards of WOOL BEIGE CARPETING Very
reasonable. Call after 6 :00 - CO 7-1238.

Women should never be given a University

Playboy hos jewelry for you . See lefty
Correl 52.
he Northeastern PRINT Editor is single,
but not eligibl;,.

Kansas State U. and RMN ore the Heart of
America - Rather than heartburn!

Need mod clothes, see Lefty for discount
- Correl 52.
'N ietzche is deo.d" -

God

Dear Prince Charming ood locker # 13:
Please keep your fairy toles straight! Rapunzel
for the girl with an eye on fashion. quality and cost.

2218 NORTH GENEVA TERRACE (just off Lincoln)

SAVE FROM 33% TO 50%
The unusual women's shop with unusual savings on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses .
HOURS
MON
WED

11 :30-9 :30
11 :30-9 :30
11 :30-9 :30
11 :30-9 :30

THURS

FRI.

-

Prince Charming : It's been o iong and
lonely summer.
- locker 13 (this year)
Ken Davis dribbles. -

TUES 6:00-9 :30
SAT. 10:30-5 :30
SUN. 10:30-5:30

Grace.

G .W .

Need recording tape? See lefty for Scotch
Tope $1.30 Correl 52.
Interested in performing at o coffee house
serving . Northeastern students? If so, coll
583-6109.
.
·

MALE OR FEMALE

Ayone interested in getting o lecture
series going (We hove the money!) Please
contact Carol Burke or Darlene .Smith on the mezzanine -

APPLY NOW

Commuter Center -

C.B. & D.S.

Just telephone

You chase me here,

You chase me there,
You Frenchies chase me everywhere.
Am I in Heaven?
Or am I in hell?
I'll never tell.

CA 5-6692 or

Apply in person at 120 E. 18th St.

Lovingly yours ,
The Pii:npernel.

EARN UP TO $50 OR MORE DAILY

or Kansas State?

To Barb, Lou, Loretta, Olga, Roberta, Sue,
Dr•. Rosenthal and all my friends from last
summer's P.P.H .E. class, I finally got to
tape reco rd the soundtrack of " Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid ." Bob.
Iris Rosenkranz, shewolf of London.
"J ulie Hartnett is a male chauvanist."

Help! I need a ride from Elmhurst. I am
willing to do almost anything and will be
happy to work niy times into yours. Please
call 279-3021 any evening and ask for
Leslie .
Where is the map, Glen?

Dear Robespierre

DRIVE A YELLOW

Who's your favorite clown? Richard Nixon

Betty Friedman

SGT. Rottner love Jackie

IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE

Purple Pri de don't get it, Dick.

See Attila the Hun, Gehghis Khan, Benjamin Disraeli and Mary the Red altogether in the St~ dent Senate Office.
You'll never see Richard
University

Nixon at our

cated she'll never be satisfied with drugery of housework. - Peter Stolypin
WANTED : A cure for terminal acne.
Sorry kids, but now that we are under new
management, our formerly unadulterated
Classifieds ore now edited and in some
cases, omitted!
The respon se for my 8 track Car stereo

tape player was absolutely overhwelming.
Overwhelmi ng because nobody showed
up. Check out this · absolute gem of an
offer that includes burglar alarm, a Simon
& Garfunkel tape, a Guess Who tape, and
a never-been-opened Blind Faith tape.
You have to buy your own speakers but
how can you poss up a bargain like this?
All you got to do is cough up forty sm a cker s and give it to Glen in the PRINT
office.
FOR

SALE :

1965 MGB,

British

Racing

Green, aborth exhaust, rebuilt trans mission, wire wheels, radio, heater, the

whole shot ... $975.00 Call Christopher VI
7-7915.
WANTED: Early Fiat 850 Spyder 66-67
(Covered head lights) Call Christopher VI
7-7915.

What does Jay Byron need an office for?

FOR SALE: 1968 Mercury Cougar 8 cylin der 3-speed automatic . $1700.00 Contact
Frank Konrad 637-7466 or leave message
in PRINT office E-2 14.

Maura G . Come back. Our baby needl;
you, Ken D.

Attention Phil Shiffman : Please stop me
before I kill again.
- Larry Talbot

University?

The Northeastern counselor is most beholdin' to the Print for the lamp# - Thanks
much - BB.

Education; because, if a women is edu-

DRIVE A YELLOW

The PRINT
is always looking for new
writers - sto b E-214

Short or full shift adjusted to
your school s·chedule.

DAY, NIGHT or WEEKENDS
Work fr~m garage near home or school.

THE FLIP SIDE

3314 W. Foster
Chicago
478-1490
(Between Kedzie & Kimball)

732 Elm St.
W-innetka
446-7343
(Underground at the Fell Mall)

Flip Side price

LP1 s

_$ 319

Tapes

$495

List Price

plus weekly specials at $2

Pi Kappa Presents

THE ACROPOLIS
Fora

MIXER
Friday, Sept. 2 5 - 8 p.m. to midnite
North Park Hotel -1936 N. Clark

69

each!

PARK TERRAGE ROOM
$2.00 Per Person

Panasonic & _Electrophonic
Equipment
Craig and Motorola Auto U_nits

Next Week - October 2nd
Mixer - Open Bar ...

TICKETRON Tickets to AH

All you can Drink-$3.50
Non-Drinkers - $2.00

Maior Chicago - Area Events-Now
Available at Flip Side by Ticketron ·
Electronic Ticket Off ice
Chicago store open 'Ill 9: p.m. Mon-Thurs, 5:30 Fri & Sat.
Winnetka sotre 'Ill 9:p.m. Mon & Thurs, 5:30 Tues., Wed., Fri., & Sat.

the Flip Side

MUSIC BY "THE MUSIC FAIR"

D.A.N.K. Hall .
Lawrence at Western
4740 N. Western
8 p.m. to midnight
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R ick Frederikson

Dav~ Green

~final

report

When the paper came out last week there were voices raised over the
gym in relieved happiness. The mood could be summed up in the words
of one beaming physical education major when he said, " Hey Dave
Green isn_'t doing the sports this year."
,
.
Well people I still am not writing sports. Some people would say that I
never did in fact write sports. However upon request of PRINT's new
editor. Glen Jurmann. this column was banged out. It will attempt to deal
with one of my favorite topics. That is; the demise of the Chicago Cubs
or:_vvhy a bunch of nice guys just won't make it to the winners circle again
this year. It's too bad they won't tak~ it all this season because as they say
there never was a team that deserved the pennant more-than the Cubbies.
Last spring for all of those who weren't fortunate enough to read
PRINT sports or who did and have let the wisdom of those words slip
through their minds the baseball season was predicted. At that time, in the
East, the St. Louis Cardinals got the nod. However with the season so
close to finishing it looks like Pittsburgh will survive the race to the wire.
Golly that's too bad. But think of it this way, at the rate the Cubs are going
this year they won't even win as many games as they did last year.
In this so called year of revenge it looks as if the Cubs will in fact reel
some havoc with the fans in New York. It hurts but the Mets will end up
relagated to third place.
Every one these days is saying that it doesn't matter who wins in the east
because they will only go on and lose to the Reds in Cinncinati (everyone
being defined as all those people I have talked to)) It looks as ifl am going
to go out pn a limb (that just goes to disprove those pee.pie that have been
saying I am out of my tree) and , predict that Pittsburgh will beat the
Redlegs in the playoff. In fact any team from the east (even the Cubbies)
would beat Cinncinati in the post-season games.
Ofcourse it goes without saying that the American league team (either
the Orioles or the Twins) will go on in six games and beat the Nationals
to take revenge for last year's loss to the mighty Mets.
Talking about the American League there is the matter of the worst
team record in baseball the Chicago White Sox (or is it Angry young men
or maybe Big White Machine?) Hey remember them? There are all kinds
of things you could say about the Sox. Wait til next year or they have no
place to go but up, come to mind instantly. But those things are said by
unrealistic Cub fan types not down to earth Sox fans . The White Sox are•
going to start next year with a new manager and almost completely new
men controllmg traaes ana the such. They have spent a considerable
amount of time acquiring. these people and this winter there will probably
be many trades of questionable effect on the Sox. That, however, is part of
a new upper office taking over .
It seems that even with this personality change in the Sox next year
probably will be just as gloomy as this dreadful season. It looks as if Sox
fans are going to take another year of abuse from all those fairweather
Cub fans.
Once you a-re labeled a "Sox fan" these people will purposely seek you
out and yell (they never seem to talk softly), "Hey, what about those Sox
this year?" It is some childish attempt at sarcasm and is bound to come up
at any time during any discussion. It especially hinders discussion about
the Eastern division pennant race because you will be deeply enmeshed
in an argument about that and this type will say, "Oh yeah, well what are
the Sox doing this year?" Now what does that have to do with the pennant race in the National league. Nothing of course but the person will
look around as if to say, "Boy did I tell him." This is just a ·sample of
what a serious Sox fan has to put up with.
Now that you have read this drivel and are really crestfallen over the
fact the Cubs.are doomed to failure and hopping mad over the fact that
once again this voice has corrupted the all-American image of sports,
calm down. Chances are that this will be the last in the latest series of
Dave Green Reports this trimester. Unfortunate as it seems the kid has
now the impressive title of, get ready for this "Sports Co-ordinator."
Now that I am in this influential position on the PRINT sports staff, it
looks like I won't be able to be bothered with a column every week.
That's only for ego freaks anyway. (Del Breckenfeld is a fine example.
His column is now simply DEL. - that must turn all his admirers just ga
ga.) Any way who needs my irrelevant garbage every week.
Look for new non-Dave Green sports in PRINT on some of the burning issues of the sports world of Northeastern. The football team, the
basketball team, the baseball team, the cross country team, women's
sport~,intra-murals (PRINT is forming another team this year with an all
new look) and much more. All ofit not written by Dave Green. Doesn't
that sound exciting ...Well at least mildly interesting ....Well read it if you
have nothing else to dq. Okay?
Stick with those Sox.

465-9656

761-4070

FREE!!
1 plain Pizza with
every $3.00 Rizza or Grinder order
good froin Mon to Fri - Presenf
This Ad

EASTERN STYLE PIZZA
and HOT OVEN GRINDERS_
2911

w. Touhy, Chicago

Fast Del. after 4 p.rn.

• again
• ..
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I had planned on starting this week's report with a clarification
of some statements I made about last week's game. However, after
seeing this week 's victory over Loyola I decided not to. We won
last week, and no further discussion of the game seems necessary.
As far as this week, any school would have been proud of the team
and the brand of football they played in defeating Loyola 28-14.
Every man on the playing field gave 150 per cent and this kind of
desire was reflected in the score.
The opening kickoff was received by Northeastern, but we
couldn't seem to get any momentum on offense and gave the ball
up on a punt. Loyola then scored on a drive which was sustained
by a penalty o_n the defense. This drive culminated on an offtackel
play, however, the extra point attempt was blocked . Had it not
been for that unfortunate penalty, the defense would have gone
through the first quarter unscored upon as Jasper LaGambina and
John Gaughan gave outstanding performances. The first quarter
ended Loyola 6 and Northeastern 0.
.
The second quarter was all Northeastern, as the fine passing of
Dan Creely and the fine protection he got from the offensive line
keynoted the entire period and the rest of the game. Northeastern
got things going when they got the ball and a sustained drive ended
in a fine sweep around the right side by Lee Humphrey which
culminated in a touchdown. This play was called back because of a
clipping penalty in the middle of the field. As it turned out though,
that penalty cost us nothing in terms in score. On the next play
Dan Creely hit Brian Anderson with a long pass and this put 6 ·
points on the board for Northeastern. The extra point attempt
failed when an off tackel play fell short of the goal line. On the
ensuing kickoff and series of plays which followed it, Loyola fumbled, and Northeastern drove too the 20. Here, Dan Creely hit Jim
Schmitz with a 20 yd. scoring pass and converted with a pass to
Schmitz in the endzone. The half ended with Northeastern leading
14-6.
The third quarter saw Northeastern score again on a 25 yard
pass from Dan Creely to Jim Schmitz. The quarter was all NISC
defense as they stopped Loyola on an unsuccessful 4th down play,
which Jed to our third score of t he afternoon . The defense continually intimidated the entire Loyola offensive team with fine back. field coverage and strong pass rush. This quarter was highlighted
by the excellent play of defensive back Chuck Jenkins. On one of
the last plays of the quarter, Loyola threw a long pass from quarterback° Ralph Anderson to end Mike Daly. He was in the clear
and it looked like Loyola would score it's second touchdown of
the game right then and there. Jenkins, however, prevented the
score by coming out of nowhere to drag him down. This is just one
of the plays which exemplified the desire of the entire team.
Loyola finally put their second touchdown of the game on the
board when Mike Dresznes ran up the middle from inside the five .
The two point conversion made the score Northeastern 20 and
Loyola 14. Later on in the quarter, a poor pass from center to the
Loyola punter was finally downed by Northeastern inside the ten
yard line. Lee Humphrey took it over from there . The conversion
went to Jim Schmitz on a pass from Dan Creely and this made the
score Northeastern 28 and Loyola 14. This is how the game ended .
Special credit should go to many outside of the ones I mentioned. The offensive line deserves special recognition for its good
blocking. Normally, a passer has about three seconds to find his
receiver and then to throw it to him. Our quarterback was getting
from four to six seconds to accomplish this same task. I think this a
reason for his improved passing along with his spread end's ability
to get open. Another unit that deserves special mention is the
defensive backfield. This unit was improv~d I 00 per cent over last
week . Time and again they battled down enemy passes to thwart
drive-sustaining just downs.
NAME
Anderson, Brian
Bartnick, Bill
Brenner, Ben
Crrly, Dan
Comrov, Norm
Crowley, George
Dianas, Paul
Dooley, Mike
Dryanski, Fred
Fischer, Bob
Frederick, Jim
Ganger, Mike
Gaughan, John
Hionis, Mike
Horvath, Mike
Humphrey, Lee
Jenkins, Chuck
Kowalczgk, Rich
Kupczyk , Ken
Lagambina; Jasper
Painter, Rich
Prezekota, Joh1y
· Schmitt, Jim
Thulin, Ken
White,Glen

WEIGHT

POSITION

HIGH SCHOOL

HB
DB
OT
QB
DT
DT
C
DB
DE
DE
OG
G
L
K
DG

6'1"
'6'0"

170
165
195
190
205
270
205
185
210
205
204
178
185
130
200
185
150
295
205
224
225
190

T

6'0"
5'1 I'.'
6'0" ··

180

OE

170
200

DB
FB

Math_!!r
Weber
Roosevelt
Weber
Roosevelt
Holy Trinity
Luther North
St. Gregory
Mt. Carmel
Roosevelt
Lane Tech
Deerfield
St. Patrick
Taft
Pelham, N .Y.
Nobelsville, Ind.
Lane Tech
Weber
Gordon
Taft
Schurz
Weber
Main South
Roosevelt
Luther North

HEIGHT
5'11"
5'9"
6'0"
5'10"
6'1"
5' 11"
5'10"
5'11"
6'4"
6'1"
5'11"
5'10"
6'0"
5'4"

5'10"
5'9"
5'9"

6'2"
6'1"
5'11"

HB
DB ·
T
L

DT
L

